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TECHONK is not just a name, but a leading
player in the changing era of software
solutions that dedicatedly aims at providing a
comprehensive suite of business apps that
may be used to support any business
requirement. We provide easy access to the
software that millions of businesses require to
manage and expand their operations in order
to grow and prosper in their field.
We are the fastest growing company of
belgium technology with a big tech family and
a community of more than
152 active members who developed
30 regularly upgrading main applications and
are continuously contributing further towards
the development of
4500+ other apps to cater to the wide variety
of business’ needs.
Great credits to its “On-premise” offering,
Techonk is the most widely used business
software in the world with over
2000000 people utilising it globally that
range from small businesses (1 user) to major
corporations (30,000+ users).
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Techonk works with cutting-edge technology to ensure a smooth and user-friendly experience and
smooth adaptation to all its users. Listed below are some of them:
Java - a general-purpose, class-based, object-oriented programming language designed for having
lesser implementation dependencies.
Php - a server side scripting language used to manage dynamic content, databases, session tracking,
even build entire e-commerce sites.
Java script - a popular programming language used to create dynamic and interactive web content like
applications and browsers.
Python - a computer programming language often used to build websites and software, automate tasks,
and conduct data analysis.
Objective C - a general-purpose, object-oriented programming language that adds Smalltalk-style
messaging to the C programming language.
C - an imperative procedural language supporting structured programming, lexical variable scope, and
recursion, with a static type system that was designed to be compiled to provide low-level access to
memory and language constructs that map efficiently to machine instructions, all with minimal runtime
support.
C++ - a general-purpose programming language created as an extension of the C programming language
C# - a general-purpose programming languages used to create a number of different programs and
applications: mobile apps, desktop apps, cloud-based services, websites, enterprise software and
games.
SQL - a domain-specific language used in programming and designed for managing data held in a
relational database management system, or for stream processing in a relational data stream
management system.
Swift - a messaging network that financial institutions use to securely transmit information and
instructions through a standardised system of codes.
Power bi - a collection of software services, apps, and connectors that work together to turn your
unrelated sources of data into coherent, visually immersive, and interactive insights.
Mi365 - the latest microsoft language used to develop websites & applications.
Blockchain - a system of recording information in a way that makes it difficult or impossible to change,
hack, or cheat the system.
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We take pride in creating world’s best Customised Website & application With Nationwide Service, Local
Expertise And The aim to reach the world with One Touch Technology!
We create solutions with complete fluidity, flexibility, and full integration to cover the needs of even the most
complex companies. The solutions further evolve into new, upgraded and innovative ones to meet your
growing customer base and the needs of your business.
We also help you develop your brand with our effective digital marketing and SEO solutions that are
designed to boost your brand presence even when you sleep.
Our solutions help improve efficiency,leverage tech, and provide better customer experiences with the
modern technology services available all over the world.
Some of our amazing solutions are 1. Single School/ College Management ERP
2. Multi School / College management ERP
3. ISP Billing & Bandwidth Management Software
4. Single Restaurant POS Management
5. Multi Branch Restaurant POS system
6. Hospital Management ERP system
7. Multi Hospitals Management System
8. OTT Platform System(like Netflix, Amazon Prime etc)
9. Video Streaming System (like YouTube)
10. Music streaming System (like Spotify)
11. Single hotel bookings system
12. Multi Hotel Booking System
13. Social Media Platform System (like Facebook)
14. Single Store Billing & inventory system
15. Multi Store Billing & Inventory System
16. Travel Booking System with Website
17. Matrimonial CMS with Website (like Shadi.com)
18. Single Store E-Commerce CMS with Website & Apps
19. Multi Vendor E-Ccommerce CMS with Website & Apps
20. Single Store Pharmacy POS and Inventory System
21. Multi Store Pharmacy POS and Inventory System
22. Single Store Laboratory System
23. Multi Stores Laboratory System
24. Single Company HRM & Payroll System
25. Multi Company HRM, Payroll, Project Management, Client CMS, Billing System
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We create customized ERP automatization products, where you don’t have to take the pain of making any
single entry as they come with automated sensors. The industry just has to provide the space to let them
capture entries automatically. E.g. The marketing sector takes entries directly from calls and logistics take it
from sensors & weighing machines.

The solutions we are proud to showcase areTechonk CRM ERP - An innovatively evolving
system created with fluidity & full integration in
order to cover all the needs of the most complex
companies.
Techonk HRM ERP- A system automating
operational tasks to free HR from performing
the big-picture projects that lead to efficient
difference in the work and management.
Techonk School Management System ERP Providing End-to-end solutions to schools with
personalized teacher login, principal login,
admin login, security guard login & students
with GPS tracker for transportation CRP. We
have 400+ customers for the same.
Techonk Automised Accounting Management
ERP - offering wide-ranging organisational
benefits for an enterprise that help it to easily
handle accounts in order to achieve its
competitive and profit goals.
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TECHONK SOFTWARE
SOLUTIONS Pvt.Ltd
MAKING COMPANIES A BETTER PLACE, ONE
APP AT A TIME
With an aim to reach the world with
One Touch Technology!
We are the world’s largest IT service
provider with a team of highly
experienced, skilled, certified engineers
and IT staff who continuously strive
towards the mission of bringing
dynamic software solutions and
upgrades for every business and user.
Solutions that are intuitive, full featured,
tightly integrated, effortless to upgrade
and running smoothly all the while.
Solutions that make operations simpler
and growth easier to achieve. Currently
we are working with the government,
semi-government, industrial, and
private sector and our core product
Customized automizations of ERP
happens to be a widely needed and
appreciated product in the industry.

MAKING COMPANIES A BETTER PLACE, ONE APP AT A TIME
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We are thankful to our satisfied customers for believing in us
first and every time again.

Work Address - 315, 3rd floor, Harmony icon, near daskhamn Thaltej, 380059

Contact Points Email - info@techonk.com
Phone - +91 8320589638
Landline No - +91 7946047861
Website - www.techonk.com
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